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Synopsis
Each new print copy includes Navigate 2 Advantage Access that unlocks a comprehensive and interactive eBook, student practice activities and assessments, a full suite of instructor resources, and learning analytics reporting tools. Leadership in Nursing Practice: Changing the Landscape of Healthcare, Second Edition provides nursing students with the leadership skill-set they will need when entering the field. This text distinguishes between leadership and management and emphasizes translation applications that prepare the student for transition into leadership roles. Leadership in Nursing Practice covers many different topics including leadership, transitioning to the professional role, time management, finance/fiscal management, communication/negotiation, ethical decision making, career management, and much more! Features: Definition of Theoretical Underpinning Strengths and Weaknesses of different approaches Case Scenarios Figures/Tables Key Points Real-life Examples End of Chapter Assessments
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Customer Reviews
let me tell you about this book. this book is written like a college freshman needed to reach a word minimum. i'm so mad i invested in it for class. i read one chapter and didn't even understand what the point is. the BS flowery language and over complication of simple concepts drive me insane. This is the kind of book that'll say things like: "water is wet because water is created of hydrogen and oxygen and when they're together they form a liquid compound which is wet, as liquid is wet, like water. many people relate liquids to water, because liquids are wet." so on and so on, except in more flowery language and you're like, "OKAY SO THE POINT IS THAT WATER IS WET? GOT IT?"
Content was good, but it was very repetitive, and a lot of information was redundant :) Statements and entire paragraphs were simply reworded using ornate language and sentence structure, making it difficult to read and understand. A lot of wasted time reading the same thing over and over. Felt that the book could have easily been half the size and still contained the same amount of information. Hard to stay focused. Should be simplified.

Online content is a total scam. Gives you limited accessibility (1 year) to the content YOU ALREADY PAID FOR and then tries to charge to "renew" it. Other publishers don't do this. Further, the online took is garbage: repeated crashes and failed searches. Professors: please assign your students a book from a different publisher.

Lame and wordy as hell.

Book came in great condition and price was half of what it cost new.

Fast delivery! Product in great shape!
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